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Abstract

Art therapy has been an essential form of psychotherapy to facilitate psychological well-being, which has been pro-
moted and transformed by recent technological advances into digital art therapy. However, the potential of digital
technologies has not been fully leveraged; especially, applying AI technologies in digital art therapy is still under-
explored. In this paper, we propose an AI-infused art-making system, DeepThInk, to investigate the potential of
introducing a human-AI co-creative process into art therapy, by collaborating with five experienced registered art
therapists over ten months. DeepThInk offers a range of tools which can lower the expertise threshold for art-making
while improving users’ creativity and expressivity. We gathered the insights of DeepThInk through expert reviews
and a two-part user evaluation with both synchronous and asynchronous therapy setups. This longitudinal iterative
design process helped us derive and contextualize design principles of human-AI co-creation for art therapy, shedding
light on future design in relevant domains.
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1. Introduction

Art therapy, as an important form of psychotherapy,
has been considered to be effective in helping people
cope with various mental challenges, such as anxiety
disorder (Abbing et al., 2019), depression disorder (Nan
and Ho, 2017), post-traumatic stress disorder (Chap-
man et al., 2001), and autism spectrum disorder (Jalam-
badani, 2020). Prior research has shown the significant
value of art therapy-based interventions to different user
groups, including children (Saba et al., 2016), adoles-
cents (Moon, 1999; Riley, 2001), people with demen-
tia (Deshmukh et al., 2018), and individuals who feel
isolated (Braus and Morton, 2020). Recently, emerging
digital technologies (e.g., online communication tools,
digital art) have been increasingly adopted in art ther-
apy practices (Orr, 2012). Especially since the COVID-
19 pandemic, there has been a heightened emphasis
on the exploration and adaption of virtual art therapy
(Jury, 2022). Digital technologies could benefit art ther-
apy practice in different ways, for example, increasing
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accessibility (Collie and Čubranić, 1999), enhancing a
sense of privacy (Collie et al., 2017), and providing a
mess-free and texture-free environment for people who
have tactile or olfactory dysfunctions (Darewych et al.,
2015).

However, digital technologies for art therapy are still
at a preliminary stage, facing several unaddressed chal-
lenges that may cause barriers to fully leveraging the
benefits of digital art therapy (Paige Asawa PhD, 2009;
Orr, 2006). For example, basic generic drawing tools
(e.g., sketch.io1) may constrain users’ creativity and ex-
pressivity. More professional tools (e.g., ProCreate2)
intimidate users when they have no or little experience
in digital art-making, again limiting users’ abilities and
hindering the effect of such a therapeutic process. So
far, only limited exploration has been done in designing
art-making interfaces designated for art therapy (Matt-
son, 2015). The HCI community still lacks design cases
on art-making tools specifically intended for digital art
therapy and in close collaboration with art therapists,

1https://sketch.io/terms-of-services.html
2https://procreate.art/
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: DeepThInk is an AI-infused art-making tool that supports human-AI co-creation in digital art therapy for both synchronous and asyn-
chronous settings. (a) The client uses DeepThInk in a live therapy session with his art therapist. (b) The client finishes the art therapy exercises
with DeepThInk on his own and shares them with his art therapist afterward.

which has motivated this work.
Another under-explored opportunity for digital art

therapy is how to leverage cutting-edge AI technolo-
gies to further enhance the engagement and creative pro-
cess of users. Recent works in the AI community have
demonstrated the potential of AI in art-making (Park
et al., 2019; Ha and Eck, 2018; Brock et al., 2018; Kar-
ras et al., 2019). Some HCI explorations have been
made in supporting users to create artworks collabo-
ratively with AI (for leisure) (Oh et al., 2018; Karimi
et al., 2020; Davis et al., 2016b; Sun et al., 2019). These
promising results suggest that AI could ease the drawing
process and potentially reduce the frustrations due to the
learning curve of regular art-making tools. Moreover,
such human-AI collaboration could potentially make
the art-making process more interactive and engaging
(Oh et al., 2018). However, prior studies have only fo-
cused on art-making for leisure; empirical insights are
still lacking on whether and how such a human-AI co-
creative approach is meaningful for art therapy. Com-
pared to leisure art-making, art therapy values the pro-
cess much more than its outcome, and emphasizes the
technology’s role as art-making materials such as paint-
ing brushes rather than the creator of artworks (Lazar
et al., 2018).

In this work, cooperating with five professional art
therapists, we designed and developed an AI-infused
art-making tool to explore how to leverage the benefits
of human-AI co-creation for art therapy and gather in-
sights into the design of human-AI interaction for this
under-explored domain. This iterative design process
lasted for over ten months, and yielded a web-based
digital art-making tool, called DeepThInk, that supports
both synchronous and asynchronous therapy setups (see
Figure 1). The tool integrates four painting/authoring
tools, namely AI Brush, Styling, Filtering, and User
Brush, into a coherent simplistic interface to support a

flexible multi-dimensional art-making process. The AI
Brush allows users to paint color blobs of natural ob-
jects (e.g., sky, dirt, sea, tree, etc.), and a generative
adversarial network (GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2014)
leverages these blobs (as a semantic segmentation map)
to create photo-realistic images. The Styling tool en-
ables users to apply different artistic styles to the gen-
erated image with deep learning style-transferring mod-
els. Users could further shift the tint or tone of the image
using the Filtering tool. These tools lower the expertise
threshold of digital art-making and enrich the expres-
sive repertoire for non-expert users, thus broadening the
audience for digital art therapy. Additionally, the User
Brush allows for freely blending user strokes into AI’s
generation with various textures and patterns. This way,
the AI technologies could ease and augment the creative
expression of users without taking over the whole art-
making process away, which is essential for art therapy
practice.

The development of DeepThInk has gone through an
iterative and longitudinal design process, which started
by gathering in-depth needs from the context of art ther-
apy, and continued with a series of prototyping and re-
fining cycles closely involving professional art thera-
pists. We first performed expert reviews with three art
therapists to gain an understanding of the potential us-
age of DeepThInk. Then, we conducted a two-part user
evaluation. The first part aimed to mimic asynchronous
art therapy sessions where participants performed art
therapy exercises (Haeyen, 2018) and recorded their
outcomes for later discussions with therapists. The sec-
ond part included two one-on-one, synchronous art ther-
apy sessions led by therapists. Based on the qualitative
and quantitative results, we investigated whether and
how the design of DeepThInk could be meaningful in
the practice of digital art therapy, and derived a set of
implications for designing human-AI co-creative tools
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for digital art therapy.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

(1) a longitudinal iterative design process with five pro-
fessional art therapists for consolidating the principles
of applying human-AI co-creation in digital art ther-
apy, as well as probing such co-creation in practice;
(2) a novel AI-infused digital art-making system, Deep-
ThInk, that offers multi-dimensional painting brushes
in a coherent interface to lower the expertise threshold
while enhancing users’ creativity and expressivity; and
(3) results of evaluating DeepThInk in various setups
such as asynchronous and synchronous digital art ther-
apy, which lead to more understanding of AI as a ma-
terial in art therapy. Please also check our supplemen-
tary video for more information: https://youtu.be/
7Hu--GYBq5s.

2. Background

In this section, we first review art therapy with its
related theory, technologies for digital art therapy, and
then human-AI co-creative systems for drawing activ-
ities. Finally, we discuss some general guidelines in
human-AI interaction that inspired this work.

2.1. Art Therapy and Related Theory

Art therapy leverages art-making as a process of en-
hancing one’s well-being by facilitating self-awareness,
self-expression, and self-growth (Braus and Morton,
2020; Case and Dalley, 2014b). In an art therapy ses-
sion, an art therapist would facilitate clients to express
their feelings and communicate through the art-making
process with structured (e.g., therapists give specific in-
structions) or unstructured (e.g., clients decide what to
draw) directives, followed by a discussion of the art-
work, problems and needs (American Art Therapy As-
sociation, 2022; McNeilly, 1983). During the process,
the clients are motivated to deliberate on or talk about
the drawings (Kaplan, 2003). By transforming the is-
sues into images, clients and therapists can view the
problem from new perspectives to achieve the therapeu-
tic goals (Potash et al., 2020; Coles and Winter, 2022).

Up-to-date approaches to art therapy commonly em-
phasize art-making as a healing process, differentiating
themselves from the concept of using art as merely a
product (i.e., the result of a process) for item analysis
to depict mental states (Knoff, 2003). When using art
as a product in projective drawing tests (e.g., Draw-A-
Person and House–Tree–Person), the contents are ana-
lyzed based on the standardized scoring system, which
is found in low validity and has little empirical support

(Kahill, 1984; Troncone et al., 2021). Mapping particu-
lar drawing signs with a diagnosis without considering
other aspects, such as people’s background, culture, and
class, is an oversimplification (Handler, 2013).

The evaluative paradigm of art therapy has been heav-
ily shifted from therapist-led assessment to joint inter-
pretation. Instead of focusing on the sign interpreta-
tion of the image contents, art therapists rely on under-
standing the drawing holistically and conceptually with
clients’ self-interpretation (Loue, 2023; Pénzes et al.,
2018). Their key objective is to construct a conversa-
tional, interactive treatment instead of making a differ-
ential diagnosis (Hu et al., 2021). Thus, the art-based
assessments in art therapy sessions are used to collect
information, such as the therapeutic goals, clients’ en-
gagement and interaction with art media and tasks, and
their progress in art therapy (Betts, 2006; Case and Dal-
ley, 2014a). In clients’ artworks, art therapists examine
the global variables (e.g., prominence of color, quality
of line, developmental level) to identify the theme and
patterns (Deaver and Bernier, 2013; Gantt and Ander-
son, 2009).

Extensive studies have been conducted to study the
benefits and effectiveness of art therapy. It has been
found to benefit people of all ages by promoting self-
awareness and self-growth, overcoming intense emo-
tions, settling disputes, and enhancing well-being (Slay-
ton et al., 2010). It is also recognized as a system for
self-care and self-expression which could benefit indi-
viduals in coping with stress and anxiety, and decrease
feelings of isolation and alienation (Braus and Morton,
2020). Moreover, the results of both qualitative and
quantitative studies revealed the potential of art ther-
apy as a treatment for certain disorders and population
groups (Slayton et al., 2010; Regev and Cohen-Yatziv,
2018). Metrics such as symptoms and physical mea-
sures, health or mental health assessments, and quality
of life assessments, have been used to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of art therapy via questionnaires and selec-
tive usage of projective drawings or physiological in-
dices (Regev and Cohen-Yatziv, 2018).

Various theories and approaches have been developed
to help art therapists make important therapeutic deci-
sions (Rubin, 2016). One of the decisions the therapists
face is the choice of suitable art materials. The Expres-
sive Therapies Continuum (ETC) framework provides
valuable insights in addressing this aspect (Hinz, 2019).
By integrating the psychological and neuroscience ap-
proach, ETC enhances the understanding of visual in-
formation processing based on interactions and expres-
sions (Lusebrink, 2004, 2010). There are four levels
of experiences with increasing complexity in the ETC
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where each of the first three levels is a continuum with
two ends and the fourth level intersects and connects the
first three levels (Kagin and Lusebrink, 1978). The first
three levels are the Kinesthetic/Sensory level, Percep-
tual/Affective level, and Cognitive/Symbolic level, and
the fourth level is the Creative level (Lusebrink, 2004).

Through the theoretical lens of ETC, the Kines-
thetic/Sensory level emphasizes bodily expression and
movements while the contents are not significant (Luse-
brink, 1991). The Perceptual/Affective level reflects
the ability to use forms and colors to convey and ex-
press ideas or emotions (Lusebrink, 2010). The Cog-
nitive/Symbolic level involves rational thinking and
metaphorizing personal experiences in the art-making
process (Lusebrink and Hinz, 2020). The Creative level
indicates that creativity can emerge in all of the previous
three levels (Hinz, 2019). To the best of our knowledge,
there is no prior study exploring how human-AI co-
creative techniques could support the different dimen-
sions in ETC, which motivates our work to investigate
the associations of AI as an art material with ETC.

In practice, therapists can use ETC to analyze clients’
artistic expression to see their functioning at each level
and if any obstructions appear on certain levels (Luse-
brink et al., 2013). The selections and interactions
of art media can emphasize different information pro-
cessing levels. Art therapists need to understand the
languages of the art materials and select the appropri-
ate ones to suit the different therapeutic goals (Lazar
et al., 2016a). For example, resistive media (e.g., pencil,
crayons, and markers) can improve “left-hand” compo-
nents (i.e., Kinesthetic, Perceptual, and Cognitive com-
ponents), and fluid media (e.g., poster paint, water-
color, finger paint) can promote the “right-hand” com-
ponents (i.e., Sensory, Affective, and Symbolic compo-
nents) (Lusebrink, 1990; Hinz, 2019). As the levels in
ETC illustrate a progression of the experiences in cre-
ative activities, we designed features in DeepThInk that
could help clients to achieve art expressions in different
ETC levels. We aimed to understand how AI could be
introduced as a material in art therapy and investigate
its meaning based on ETC.

2.2. Technology and Support for Digital Art Therapy
Early incorporation of digital technologies was at-

tempted to support distance art therapy, which could
increase accessibility and supports the therapist-client
relationship after relocation (Cubranic et al., 1998). In
1998, Cubranic et al. (1998) proposed a computer sys-
tem for distance group art therapy for people with lim-
ited mobility using a participatory design process (Col-
lie et al., 1998). The findings concluded that art therapy

is ideal for telehealth (Collie and Čubranić, 1999). This
work is a pioneer in developing an art-making system to
support remote art therapy. However, the program pro-
vided only basic drawing brushes, such as marker, pastel
and spray paint, and the focus of the participatory de-
sign was not the expressive properties of the art-making
system. Later, some works have been done to investi-
gate the required properties of drawing applications for
art therapy for general groups (Choe, 2014) and adults
with developmental disabilities (Darewych et al., 2015).
An art therapy-specific app, Art Therapy Draw! was de-
signed to contain two of the proposed features by Choe
(2014) which are portfolio and security control (Matt-
son, 2015).

While some advancements have been made in this
field, the prior works only extracted the desired quali-
ties from existing art-making applications which were
not designed for art therapy (Choe, 2014; Darewych
et al., 2015); or the needs were derived from literature
instead of involving art therapists’ opinions in early de-
sign stage (Mattson, 2015). The collaborations of de-
sign researchers and art therapists have been encouraged
to drive technological innovation in the field (Partridge
et al., 2022). Therefore, we present an iterative design
process that involved art therapists from the ideation
stage, and focused on how digital systems—as a new
type of art-making materials—could be pertinently de-
signed for art therapy.

2.3. Human-AI Co-creative Drawing
One promising direction to extend the expressive

quality of digital art-making systems is to incorporate
AI techniques. For leisure contexts, multiple tools have
been developed to support and study the human-AI col-
laboration for drawing. There are mainly two forms of
the co-creative drawing process with AI, one of which
involves users and the agent taking turns (e.g., adding
strokes) to finish the drawing. Coco Sketch, an improvi-
sational human-AI collaboration system with music ac-
companiment, is an early attempt in this form to investi-
gate human and AI co-creativity (Davis, 2013). Follow-
ing this, Drawing Apprentice (Davis et al., 2016b,a) was
developed as a real-time improvisational co-creative
sketching agent. Another exploration is DuetDraw de-
veloped by (Oh et al., 2018). It incorporates Sketch-
RNN (Ha and Eck, 2018) and PaintsChainer (Yonetsuji,
2017) to assist human-AI co-creation with various func-
tionalities such as completing unfinished objects.

Additionally, the other set of human-AI art-making
systems process users’ drawings as input, and output a
generated image accordingly. For instance, GauGAN is
a demo application for SPADE (Park et al., 2019) which
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can synthesize photo-realistic images based on the input
semantic segmentation map. SmartPaint, as another ex-
ample, utilized GAN to output cartoon landscape paint-
ings based on human sketches as a semantic segmenta-
tion map (Sun et al., 2019).

The prior works have demonstrated the potential of
creating artworks collaboratively with AI, but none of
the studies has been situated in the context of art ther-
apy. The HCI community still lacks empirical under-
standing about whether and how human-AI co-creative
art-making could be meaningful to art therapy. There-
fore, we closely collaborate with art therapies to ground
our design rationales for DeepThInk based on the needs
of digital art therapy practice and contextualize the ben-
efits, challenges, and design implications of human-AI
co-creative art-making via the implementation and eval-
uation of DeepThInk.

2.4. Human-AI Interaction Guidelines and Challenges
The burgeoning development of AI technologies en-

courages studies and investigations into design rec-
ommendations for AI-related products. In the study
done by Amershi et al. (2019), 18 design guidelines
were extracted from academic literature and industry
sources for human-AI interaction. Their applicability
was demonstrated through various AI-infused products.
In addition, a series of works (Yang et al., 2018a,b;
Yang, 2021) has been conducted by Yang et al. to inves-
tigate the challenges in designing AI. They concluded
that capability uncertainty and output complexity are
two major design challenges (Yang et al., 2020). Con-
sidering these challenges, DeepThInk offers the User
Brush, empowering users to freely refine, adjust, and
even completely override AI-generated results. The sys-
tem also provides an interface to demonstrate the input
and output of generative AI.

Another important conclusion from this body of re-
search is that domain-specific human-AI interaction
guidelines are needed besides the general ones (Amer-
shi et al., 2019). Given the context of art therapy has
been rarely explored by prior research in human-AI in-
teraction design, we argue that the specific design im-
plications and insights yielded from this domain could
meaningfully contextualize or complement the existing
guidelines for human-AI interaction design in general.

While the scenario of digital art therapy is yet to
be explored, a variety of application domains have
been studied in prior design research on human-AI co-
creation, such as creative writing (Clark et al., 2018;
Gero and Chilton, 2019; Yang et al., 2022), music com-
position (Louie et al., 2020), game level design (Guz-
dial et al., 2019), design ideation (Koch et al., 2019)

and drawing (Davis et al., 2016b; Karimi et al., 2020;
Oh et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2019). A
common theme across these works is the discussion of
the role and contribution of the AI agent. For exam-
ple, one of the guidelines for human-AI co-creative sys-
tems proposed by Sun et al. (2019) is to allow users to
feel more ownership. Improving transparency and in-
teractivity have been argued as two ways to increase
ownership (Gero and Chilton, 2019). Building further
upon these studies, DeepThInk incorporates four tools,
namely AI Brush, Styling, Filtering, and User Brush, to
enable users’ control over the outcome image at various
levels. Moreover, DeepThInk allows flexible, nonlin-
ear exploration and modification by switching among
these tools back and forth during the art-making pro-
cess, which further increases the interactions and playa-
bility of the system. With this study, we intend to pro-
vide new and specific insights into human-AI interac-
tions in the art-making process for art therapy where the
goal is to enhance self-expression and creativity rather
than improve the quality of the outcomes.

3. DeepThInk Design

We designed and developed DeepThInk by closely
working with five experienced registered art therapists.
In the following, we first describe the process and then
summarize our design goals obtained during the pro-
cess.

3.1. Iterative Design Process

The five registered art therapists with 6-38 years
of experience involved in the iterative design process
were all females (referred to as E1 to E5). They pro-
vide services for a wide range of clients, including
children, teenagers, and adults, people who have suf-
fered trauma, cancer patients, as well as people with
psychiatric diagnoses including schizophrenia, depres-
sion, and obsessive-compulsive disorders. Due to the
availability of the art therapists, not all of them were
able to participated in every stage. E1 and E2 were
only involved in the first two months (i.e., require-
ment gathering) , while others (E3-5) were actively en-
gaged throughout the whole design process. The entire
process lasted for ten months, during which we con-
ducted a series of interviews, exploratory sessions, and
evaluations with the art therapists to gather design re-
quire1ments, assess prototypes, and identify the next
steps. We closely communicated and collaborated with
the therapists via various forms including emails, on-
line surveys, and live remote sessions. The activities
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Table 1: Summary of the activities in the iterative design process.

Stages (duration) Formal Activities Number
of sessions

Length of
each session

Participants

Requirement gathering (2
months)

Semi-structured interviews to under-
stand needs

4 60 minutes E1-4

Early prototype iteration (2
months)

Short discussions to refine mockups
and prototypes

3 30 minutes E3

High-fidelity prototype develop-
ment (4 months)

Exploratory sessions to assess the
working prototypes

3 30 minutes E3-5

Assessment
(2 months)

Expert reviews 3 60 minutes E3-5
Self-exploratory sessions 10 60 minutes P1-10
Art therapy sessions 2 60 minutes E3 & P5; E5 & P3

are summarized in Table 1 and the main stages of this
iterative process are as follows.

Requirement gathering (2 months). In this initial
stage, we aimed to understand the general practice of
(digital) art therapy and identify the challenges and op-
portunities for developing DeepThInk. We conducted
four exploratory, semi-structured interviews with E1-4.
Based on our in-depth conversations, we derived au-
thentic design principles (Section 3.2) and core func-
tionalities for the system (Section 5). As commonly rec-
ognized by therapists, online digital therapy had become
an urgent need due to the pandemic; however, the art-
making systems for remote sessions were far from sat-
isfactory. We demonstrated some AI art-making tech-
niques to the therapists and they appreciated the gen-
erative model (e.g., GauGAN (Park et al., 2019)) that
turns user-drawn color blobs into a landscape painting.
This generative approach was then implemented in the
AI Brush (Figure 4-A1). The therapists also stressed
the importance of the process instead of the end prod-
uct in art-making. They thus pointed out that users
should feel ownership and freely modify or redraw the
AI-generated image, which inspired us to incorporate
the User Brush (Figure 4-A4).

Early prototype iteration (2 months). After iden-
tifying the core functionalities (i.e., various types of
tools), we started to create some low-fidelity prototypes.
We prepared multiple mockups and discussed them with
E3 for feedback in multiple ad hoc sessions. We have
conducted three formal interviews with E3 throughout
the two months and each one lasted for 30 minutes.
One critical design decision lay in how users could au-
thor the AI generation and the classic drawing process
seamlessly. In general, users need to operate on two as-
pects (which can be flexibly switched back and forth):
(1) painting a semantic segmentation map (i.e., the in-

put) to guide the AI to generate an image as the back-
ground (i.e., the output), and (2) enhancing and/or draw-
ing over the AI-generated background like in traditional
art-making systems. We thus presented a one-canvas
layout (Figure 2-a) and a two-canvas layout (Figure 2-
b) of the design. In the one-canvas layout, the AI-
generated background superimposes the semantic seg-
mentation map, and they are revealed individually ac-
cording to the drawing brush. In the two-canvas design,
the segmentation map and the AI-generated background
are displayed side by side. E3 commented that the one-
canvas layout could be too abstract because users can-
not observe the concrete inputs and outputs and make
comparisons between them. However, the two-canvas
version could easily display them. She also suggested
other functionalities such as providing a color palette
and offering Styling and Filtering tools (Figure 4-A3) to
change the styles and/or tint of the AI-generated photo-
realistic images. Based on her feedback, we further ex-
plored the design alternatives with mockups using the
two-canvas layout (Figure 3).

High-fidelity prototype development (4 months).
In this stage, we mainly focused on developing the
working prototype of DeepThInk (Section 5). We con-
ducted three exploratory sessions with E3-5 so that they
can play with the working prototypes and give feed-
back on the design and functionalities, thus we can iter-
atively improve the prototype. Each session was about
30 minutes which art therapists can freely explore the
functionalities and give suggestions on the design. To
achieve the AI Brush and the Styling tool, we leveraged
two types of pre-trained models respectively: SPADE
(Park et al., 2019) and style-transferring models (John-
son et al., 2016; Ulyanov et al., 2016). The Filtering
tool was developed to alter the hue, tint, or tone of the
image on the canvas. Additionally, we implemented the
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: Mockups for exploring the design of layout in the main drawing area: (a) one canvas based and (b) two canvas based.

Figure 3: Mockups for exploring design alternatives using the two-canvas layout.

User Brush by overlaying the shapes or texture images
repeatedly on a user’s strokes. With the feedback from
art therapists, we iterated the working prototypes and
changed different aspects of the design including the
layouts, the choice of icons, and color palettes. One
example is that by testing the working prototype with
devices with different screen sizes (e.g., tablets, laptops,
and desktops), we found that making the two canvases
equal-sized side-by-side would limit the drawing space
for devices with a small screen. To address this issue,
we changed to one small preview canvas and one pri-
mary canvas, which would be automatically switched
back and forth based on the active drawing tool (Fig-
ure 4).

Assessment (2 months). In this stage, we refined the
high-fidelity prototype based on previous exploration
and feedback, and conducted a two-part formal evalu-
ation of DeepThInk, consisting of expert reviews (Sec-
tion 6) and a user evaluation (Section 7). In the ex-
pert reviews, we observed how the art therapists (E3-5)
used DeepThInk and conducted an in-depth discussion
with each of them. The user evaluation contained self-
exploratory sessions with 10 participants and two art
therapy sessions with the collaborating therapists (E3
and E5) and two participants. In the self-exploratory
sessions, we asked the participants to complete six art
therapy exercises and conducted semi-structured inter-
views to learn about their experiences. In the art therapy
sessions, the first part was led by the art therapists and

the second part was one-on-one interviews with the art
therapists and the “client” participants, respectively.

3.2. Design Principles
In close collaboration with the art therapists, the fol-

lowing design principles were derived through thematic
analysis of the interview data by the first and second
authors and consolidated for facilitating digital art ther-
apy. We followed the procedure in Braun and Clarke’s
work (Braun and Clarke, 2006), including familiariza-
tion with the contexts, generation of the initial codes,
themes searching through connecting codes, theme re-
view and finalization, and findings establishment. These
principles were initially unveiled during the requirement
gathering phase and further refined along with our con-
tinued conversations with the therapists.

D1: Lower the art-making expertise threshold to
benefit broader client groups. This principle has its
unique meaning in the context of art therapy, due to
the very common misunderstanding—artistic talent is
a requirement for art therapy (Wadeson, 2010), which
scares people off from participation. Some people do
not believe others could understand their drawings, and
easily get frustrated while attempting to convey certain
messages in art-making. As mentioned by E3, there is
“built-in frustration in any medium in art” and “also a
learning curve.” It is reported that artistic ability might
affect art therapy assessments and non-artists found it
difficult and challenging to express their ideas due to the
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unfamiliarity of the medium (Betts and Groth-Marnat,
2013). Making the drawing process more effortless
could potentially reduce the initial frustration and hesi-
tation about the art creation, and encourage more partic-
ipation, self-expression and self-exploration in art ther-
apy. We integrate the generative ability of AI as a spe-
cial set of brushes in DeepThInk to allow users to depict
their ideas without putting much effort, thus reducing
the time spent on the drawings and promoting enjoy-
ment.

D2: Promote AI as an art-making material and
strike its balance with clients’ creative efforts. The
nature of art therapy predominantly determines that
AI techniques should be seen as art materials, rather
than automators of the art-creating process. Based on
the ETC model in art therapy, the Kinesthetic/Sensory
level, which is the first level of information processing,
emphasizes motor expressions (Lusebrink et al., 2013;
Lusebrink, 2010). To support kinesthetic expression
such as frantic scribbling, full automation in the art-
making process should be avoided (Lusebrink, 2010).
Although many AI-infused drawing systems support
high-quality image generation, they often automate the
tasks completely, lacking a balance between automation
and users’ manual effort (Heer, 2019). To make clients
feel the ownership, we design two separate drawing lay-
ers in DeepThInk: a background layer for automatic
generation (i.e., AI Brush, Styling, and Filtering) and
a foreground layer for customization (i.e., User Brush),
which are seamlessly integrated together. Such design
does not only leverage AI’s power to improve users’ cre-
ativity and expressivity but also preserves the capability
for agitated actions. Thus, users can have the options to
guide the AI generation, refine the generated image, and
combine the creative outcome between themselves and
AI to fully express themselves.

D3: Enable multi-dimensional art-making in a
nonlinear process to enhance clients’ expressivity
and creativity. The essential benefits of art ther-
apy are largely granted by the multi-dimensional, ex-
ploratory interactions between the client and the art-
making medium. Providing various simple but powerful
features is identified as one of the desired qualities of
digital art materials for art therapy (Choe, 2014). The
second level in ETC, namely the Perceptual/Affective
level, mentions that the affective pole involves expres-
sive and emotional usages of colors and forms (Luse-
brink, 2010). Thus, we consider integrating various
tools for users to inspire expressiveness through differ-
ent shapes, colors, and forms. Meanwhile, Coles and
Winter (2022) identify creativity and playfulness as core
elements in art therapy, and E5 further confirmed such

importance. To increase playfulness, users should have
the freedom to choose which tool they want to work
with, instead of following a predefined order. To guar-
antee the richness of expression and flexibility of explo-
ration in art-making, two concepts evoke during the de-
sign of DeepThInk: multi-dimensionality (i.e., combin-
ing various art-making systems), and non-linearity (i.e.,
enabling flexible switching among different toolsets).
Therefore, besides the AI Brush and the User Brush,
the features to transfer styles and apply filters are inte-
grated into DeepThInk, and these tools can be flexibly
used and combined to enrich users’ creative repertoire
in the context of art therapy.

D4: Facilitates both synchronous and asyn-
chronous interactions with therapists with ubiqui-
tous access. Traditional art therapy sessions usually re-
quire users and therapists to be co-located in the same
place, which creates obstacles for people who cannot
travel (Zubala et al., 2021). Some researchers have ex-
plored means of conducting online synchronous (dig-
ital) art therapy sessions (Collie and Čubranić, 2002;
Levy et al., 2018). As art therapy approaches vary
and depend on therapists’ skills, experience and client
needs, asynchronous interactions might be particularly
suitable for some forms of art therapy and not appro-
priate for those firmly based on psychoanalytic princi-
ples. A digital art-making system that allows users to
create artworks with a therapist as well as alone could
provide more opportunities for participating in art ther-
apy. Also, users should be able to access the system
on different devices. E3 mentioned that she would rec-
ommend clients keep an art journal: “It means that the
person has an ongoing sense of being connected to the
therapy through the work that they’re doing and to the
therapist. They haven’t had to let this issue go just be-
cause the session is over. ” -E3 E4 also stated that “I
do get art from my clients. They would send me po-
ems or music or a visual art piece sometimes between
sessions.” To assist the synchronous and asynchronous
communication through arts, DeepThInk is designed to
be accessible ubiquitously, so users could perform the
art creation in their daily life, before or after the art ther-
apy sessions.

4. DeepThInk Interface and Usage Scenario

In this section, we present a scenario to show the us-
age of DeepThInk in art therapy. For simplicity, we
only demonstrate how the client interacts with the sys-
tem, omitting the conversation between the client and
the therapist.
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Figure 4: DeepThInk is an AI-infused art-making tool to support digital art therapy by offering a human-AI co-creative process. The user interface
of DeepThInk consists of three interactive panels: (A) a toolbox for selecting different tools and adjusting basic brush properties such as size and
color, (B) a main drawing area with two canvases side by side to facilitate human-AI art co-creation, and (C) an options panel based on the selected
brush in the toolbox.

Suppose that Tom feels very depressed because he
has been stuck at home for a long time due to the pan-
demic. He decides to see his art therapist and the ther-
apist suggests he draw a dream holiday as part of the
exercises to relieve the anxiety and stress. He thinks
somewhere that has a vast landscape could be a good
place for a vacation. He opens DeepThInk (Figure 4) in
his browser on his tablet and its interface contains three
panels: (1) a toolbox for selecting different tools and
adjusting basic brush properties such as size and color
as shown in Figure 4-A, (2) a main drawing area with
two canvases side by side as shown in Figure 4-B, and
(3) an options panel based on the selected tool as shown
in Figure 4-C. The two canvases always have one larger
primary canvas (Figure 4-B2) and one smaller preview
canvas (Figure 4-B1), based on the tool selected.

He first selects AI Brush (Figure 4-A1) and notices
that the primary canvas has a default segmentation map
that includes the Sky on top of the Sea. Then he selects
the Mountain on the options panel for this AI Brush
to paint a color blob of Mountain on the segmentation
map (Figure 5-a). He feels satisfied with this layout and
clicks the “GENERATE” button. A generated image by
DeepThInk is shown on the preview canvas in the main
drawing area, displaying a rocky mountain beside the

sea.
He likes the big picture created by the AI Brush, but

he realizes that the sea is too calm and thinks there
should be some winds blowing over the sea. He clicks
the Styling tool (Figure 4-A2) from the toolbox and the
two canvases in the drawing area switch positions, mak-
ing the generated image the primary. He then chooses
Kanagawa from the options panel to create some waves
on the sea. However, the Kanagawa style introduces
some warmer colors to the image and he thinks “I want
it to be a little bit cooler in tone” (Figure 5-b). Thus, he
switches to the Filtering tool (Figure 4-A3) to see if any
filters can achieve these effects. By going through each
filter on the options panel, he realizes that the Contrast
filter can make the bright and dark regions more distin-
guishable which results in cooler colors (Figure 5-c).

“The image looks good, and I would like to stay here
on a boat,” Tom thinks. He thereby selects the User
Brush (Figure 4-A4) and chooses Marker from the op-
tions panel to add a boat and himself on the sea (Fig-
ure 4). When he is done, he feels relaxed and peaceful
in creating a vivid drawing of his dream holiday. Mean-
while, Tom’s therapist can observe these behaviors, in-
vestigate the reasoning behind them, and offer consulta-
tion during the process.
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Figure 5: Key steps of the art-making process in the usage scenario: (a) drawing on a segmentation map using the AI Brush, (b) applying the
Kanagawa using the Styling tool, and (c) setting the Contrast filter using the Filtering tool.

5. DeepThInk System Implementation

In this section, we introduce the details of DeepThInk
by providing a system overview and describing the im-
plementation of the four tools. The development of
DeepThInk was guided by the aforementioned design
principles (D1-4).

5.1. System Overview

We designed and developed DeepThInk as a web ap-
plication that is composed of a front-end interface and
a back-end server (Figure 6). The front-end interface is
designed as simple and intuitive as possible by mimick-
ing a basic drawing system, consisting of three panels
as introduced earlier (Figure 4). As demonstrated in the
scenario (Section 4), in the main drawing area, one can-
vas allows the user to paint a segmentation map using
the AI Brush to control the AI generation for a back-
ground image. The background is displayed dynami-
cally on the other canvas, and then the user can select
the User Brush to draw customized foreground strokes
on top of the background. Meanwhile, the Styling and
Filtering tools can be optionally used to modify the AI-
generated background. The user interactions on the
front end are supported by the back end.

To increase the ubiquity (D4), DeepThInk is de-
ployed on the cloud for easy access with various kinds
of devices, as long as there is a browser application. It
also adapts the interface layout to different screen sizes
such as tablets, laptops, and desktops. Drawing inter-
actions can be performed using a mouse, touchpad, fin-
ger touch, or stylus. Thus, both synchronous and asyn-
chronous art-making sessions could be conducted.

5.2. Drawing Tools

Here, we introduce the implementation of the tools
equipped by DeepThInk to support human-AI art co-
creation in digital art therapy. All the tools can be ac-
cessed freely in the art-making process back and forth,
allowing a flexible and non-linear experience (D3).

Overall, users can employ the AI Brush, Styling, and
Filtering tools to compose a background image and
leverage the User Brush to draw the foreground. While
designing each tool, we added small features that could
allow users to express in terms of different ETC compo-
nents (Table 2). The background and foreground can be
adjusted anytime and iteratively to form a tight human-
AI co-creative process.

AI Brush. With the AI Brush, users can compose
natural scenery with simple sketches, which signifi-
cantly lowers the bar for a general audience to make
art (D1). Users need to define a semantic segmentation
map that represents natural objects by first selecting the
desired object (e.g., sea, cloud, dirt, etc. as mapped in
different colors) and then directly painting color blobs
on the canvas. This segmentation map is then sent to the
back-end server for generating a photo-realistic image
accordingly. To achieve this, we employed the SPADE
model3 (Park et al., 2019). This approach requires the
user to paint on a segmentation map that emphasizes the
bodily movements at the Kinesthetic level in ETC. Since
one major usage of art therapy is to support clients who
face limited verbal communication skills and are unwill-
ing to use words for expressions (Hu et al., 2021), we
chose this approach to reduce the text involvement in
the art-making process, compared with other text-based
generative art approaches (Dhariwal and Nichol, 2021;
Oppenlaender, 2022; Liu and Chilton, 2022). In this AI
Brush, the segmentation map is set to be in the primary
canvas (Figure 4-B2), whereas the AI-generated image
is shown on the preview canvas (Figure 4-B1). The AI
Brush supports the generation of common natural ob-
jects since they are often used as themes in art ther-
apy exercises. For instance, in Haeyen’s book (Haeyen,
2018), “Emotion Island—Map” requires clients to use
landscape elements to represent emotions, “The Leaf”
requires clients to imagine themselves as leaves, and
“Imagination—The Seed” requires clients to perceive

3https://github.com/NVlabs/SPADE
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Figure 6: DeepThInk system architecture. The front end allows users to select different tools and make art with an AI-tuned background and a
customized foreground. The back end handles user interaction requests from the front end and communicates with various pre-trained AI models
to support human-AI co-creation.

Table 2: The development of DeepThInk’s drawing tools based on Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC).

ETC Component Visual Expression System Implementation

Kinesthetic Scribbling AI, User Brushes: enable users to freely draw on the canvas

Perceptual Lines, forms and shapes AI, User Brushes: provide different brushes with size adjust-
ment, so they can discriminate forms in the drawing

Affective Colors for emotion

Styling Tool: provide artistic styles with different colors theme
(e.g., Stary Night and Rain Forest).
Filtering Tool: provide filters to change, remove or enhance the
color tones (e.g., Grey, Contrast, and Invert).
User Brush: provide a color palette.

themselves as seeds and draw the surrounding land-
scape. Details about the AI models are in Appendix Ap-
pendix A.1.

Styling. The Styling tool allows users to transform
the AI-generated image into different painting styles,
which enriches a multi-dimensional art-making process
with various options (D3). There are six supported
painting styles in DeepThInk such as Kanagawa, Starry
Night, and Rain Princess, where each style corresponds
to one specific pre-trained stylization model4 (Johnson
et al., 2016; Ulyanov et al., 2016). Each provided artis-
tic style introduces different shapes and colors, aiming
to support the Affective component in ETC. The op-
tion to keep the originally generated image effect is also
available. As the user’s main operation target is the gen-
erated image, the image canvas in the main drawing area
is set to the primary canvas, while keeping the segmen-
tation map canvas on the left as a reference (Figure 5-b).

4https://github.com/pytorch/examples/tree/main/

fast_neural_style

This layout remains the same for the Filtering and User
Brushes described below. As different materials have
different expressive properties (Lazar et al., 2018), the
Styling tool could enhance the creativity of users and
allow them to express their minds with various artistic
styles which could be a valuable dimension in art ther-
apy. Details of the style transfer models can be found in
Appendix Appendix A.2.

Filtering. DeepThInk also provides several simple
image filters in which the hue, tint, tone, and/or shade
of the AI-generated background can be altered, with the
content of the image remaining. There are six filters
supported by the tool, including Blur, Sepia, and Con-
trast (Figure 5-c). This Filtering tool again adds an extra
dimension to the art-making process and brings differ-
ent color tones to the art piece (D3). This aims to inspire
the emotional relations and descriptive usages of colors
based on the Affective component in ETC. Further, Fil-
tering can be used together with Styling, on top of the
AI Brush, increasing the vocabulary of human-AI art
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co-creation as well as users’ creativity and expressivity.
User Brush. Finally, the User Brush in DeepThInk

provides users with the opportunity to change the gen-
erated, stylized, and/or filtered image background by
painting on top of it, like a traditional drawing sys-
tem. Thus, users’ expressions are not restricted by the
images generated by the AI (D2), via painting a cus-
tomized and fine-controlled foreground. This way helps
support the Kinesthetic, Perceptual and Affective com-
ponents in ETC. We implemented a set of basic user
brush patterns, including Crayon, Charcoal, and Chalk
(Figure 4-C). To do so, the brush pattern image (set in
the selected color) is repetitively rendered on the canvas
with some randomness in opacity, rotation, and scale.
Such richness of textures or materials in the User Brush
is essential to digital art therapy, mimicking real-world
art-making systems as well as offering benefits of digital
presence such as increasing accessibility.

6. Expert Review

To gain an in-depth understanding of the potential us-
ages of DeepThInk in art therapy, we conducted an ex-
pert review with each of the three registered art ther-
apists (E3-5) who have been involved in the previous
stages of our iterative design process (see Section 3.1).
This also allows the art therapists to interact and famil-
iarize themselves with DeepThInk, thus setting the stage
for our further evaluation (see Section 7).

6.1. Study Setup
Each expert review session lasted around 60 minutes

and consisted of hands-on activity and an in-depth dis-
cussion. First, we explained all the features of the work-
ing high-fidelity prototype of DeepThInk and demon-
strated the drawing process. Then, the therapists were
asked to explore the system on their own under our
observation. During the activity, we requested them
to think aloud and articulate the thought process in
their minds. To help us understand the properties of
the AI Brush as an art-making material, we encour-
aged the therapists to not only draw realistically but
also abstractly. They were allowed to ignore the se-
mantic meaning of the elements in AI Brush and treat
them purely as textures to create the image. An in-
depth discussion was then followed where therapists
were asked to envision the potential usages of the sys-
tem in their practice and speculate on the capabilities,
benefits, risks, and limitations of AI Brush in terms of
art therapy. Each art therapist received $20 in com-
pensation. The sessions were video-recorded and tran-
scribed verbatim for thematic analysis.

6.2. Results

A thematic analysis was conducted on the interview
data, after transcribing the audio recordings, by using
the same method stated in Section 3.2. The results can
be grouped into the following themes.

6.2.1. General experience.
The art therapists confirmed two benefits of Deep-

ThInk as a digital art-making system for art therapy:
simplicity and accessibility.

Simplicity. The simplicity of DeepThInk was highly
valued by the art therapists. As mentioned by E5,
“that’s one of the real benefits of creating this very sim-
plified system for our therapy rather than asking clients
to use one of the products that’s already on the mar-
ket.” Such “simplification” also makes them feel like
they can “play with the system.” -E5 Playfulness is im-
portant in art therapy since learning to play means the
possibility to “let down the guard.” -E5

Accessibility. Based on E4, due to the pandemic, the
art therapy sessions have been forced online and they
have been “struggling with clients who don’t have ac-
cess to a lot of art materials (e.g., pastels).” She appre-
ciated that DeepThInk supports easy access to various
materials (i.e., AI Brush, Styling, Filtering, and User
Brush) which encourages participation in the art ther-
apy sessions. This confirms our intention to increase
the accessibility of DeepThInk (D4).

6.2.2. Support the drawing process without fully au-
tomating art creation.

When asked about the potential value of introducing
AI as an art-making material, E3 mentioned that the AI
background can be useful when people “cannot repre-
sent what they see in their minds in the art.” Moreover,
helping people to realize drawings in their minds might
produce “a certain kind of satisfaction.” -E3 This veri-
fies that AI could ease the process of art creation (D1).
Meanwhile, with User Brush, E5 showed appreciation
of reducing the automation level in DeepThInk because
it makes “the whole process more manual” and “much
more akin to traditional art-making.” As explained by
E4, it is important for clients to immerse themselves
in the art-making process, otherwise, it would “lose
the meaning of the healing process.” Hence, avoiding
completely automating the process and replacing users’
works is essential in art therapy which confirms D2.

6.2.3. Association of styles and emotions.
The art therapists recognized that styles evoke feel-

ings and thoughts during the session. Reflecting back
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on the ETC models, E4 pointed out that “styles are as-
sociated with affective channels, which imply different
feelings and help clients to express their emotions.” She
also explained that “colors can bring joy” in the art-
making process. The richness and colorfulness of some
styles (e.g., Rain Princess) could make her attempt to
use User Brush more compared with less colorful styles
(e.g., Starry Night). E3 shared a similar feeling that she
would like to respond to the style changes. This veri-
fies that providing different styles in art-making, which
adds another dimension to the art-making process, in-
spires emotional expressions in art therapy (D3).

6.2.4. Potential therapeutic benefits for specific groups.
While envisioning the usages of DeepThInk, the art

therapists recognized the following therapeutic benefits
for specific groups.

Dance with Unpredictability. Playing with the un-
predictability of DeepThInk in the art-making process
could help people who have controlling issues. As E4
mentioned, there is “a sense of control” and “a sense
of surrender.” She mentioned that the materials can ei-
ther bring a lot of surprises or can be highly control-
lable. The uncertainty of DeepThInk introduced by the
AI Brush and Styling tools makes it less controllable
(D2) and could help the therapeutic process to regulate
the sense of being out of control. Based on E3, challeng-
ing the uncertainties could be a treatment for some peo-
ple who have “a strong belief that they have certainty
in everything” such as those with obsessive-compulsive
disorder.

Cultural Significance. Kanagawa, one of the paint-
ing styles in Styling, caught the art therapists’ attention
as it is related to cultural significance. E4 reported that
one problem with art therapy is that “Western art is the
dominant frame.” She also mentioned that “the idea of
white supremacy is so problematic” since they all use
“western models of psychotherapy” and “western mod-
els of art.” Hence, the value of bringing different paint-
ing styles from different countries in Styling was highly
appreciated, because it can help people to create a more
familiar painting style that might have specific meaning
to them (D3).

7. User Evaluation

We conducted a user evaluation to gather insights
into the usage of DeepThInk and the role and prop-
erties of AI in the art-making process in art therapy.
The user evaluation is composed of two parts to test
both the asynchronous and synchronous setups: (1) self-
exploratory sessions where users completed art therapy

Table 3: Participants’ responses for their needs in art therapy.

Options Counts

Cultivate emotional resilience 9
Reduce and resolve conflicts and distress 6
Foster self-esteem and self-awareness 4
Promote insight 4
Enhance social skills 2
Other (text box) 0

exercises using DeepThInk at their own pace and based
on their availability in a week, and (2) art therapy ses-
sions where users worked with therapists to make arts.

7.1. Self-Exploratory Session

The self-exploratory sessions were designed to mimic
the asynchronous usages of DeepThInk, where art ther-
apy exercises were given to clients to complete on their
own and shared with therapists later.

7.1.1. Participants
We recruited 10 participants (aged 18-30, 6 females,

3 males, and 1 transmasculine) from social media and
the recruitment website of the Univrsity of Waterloo.
In the pre-study questionnaire, we provided explana-
tions of art therapy and asked them to specify their
needs in an art therapy session, with multi-choice se-
lections and an “Others” text box. As shown in Table 3,
cultivating emotional resilience, reducing and resolving
conflicts and distress were the most frequently selected
needs by the participants. Based on a pre-study ques-
tionnaire on a 5-point Likert Scale (1 - Not familiar,
5 - Very familiar), participants self-reported their fa-
miliarity with drawing was 3 to 5 (md=3, iqr = 1) and
their familiarity with digital drawing was 1 to 5 (md=3,
iqr = 1.5). We also tried to balance the usage of tablets
and desktops/laptops (three used tablets, five used desk-
tops/laptops, and two used both). We refer to them as
P# in the following sections.

7.1.2. Design and Procedure
After signing the consent forms, participants were re-

quired to complete five art creation tasks chosen from
art therapy exercises within a week asynchronously.
Each of them was then invited to a synchronous semi-
structured interview. Participants could access Deep-
ThInk via an URL on their preferred devices (e.g.,
tablets, desktops, or laptops). Each participant was
compensated $15 after the completion of the study.

Tutorials. First, participants were required to watch a
5-minute tutorial video to get familiar with DeepThInk.
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Table 4: Task descriptions in self-exploratory sessions.

Task Description

T1 Basic Forms
Make a painting based on one of the following basic forms:
cross, circle, square, spiral or triangle.
Each of the forms may call to mind entirely different things.

T2 Six Basic Emotions

Start from six of the basic emotions:
happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, and disgust.
Choose an emotion that is close to you right now.
Try to portray it in the act of drawing
in a symbolic manner or with recognizable images.

T3 Watercolor Picture

Make a picture showing a background of
air, land, and perhaps water or a sea in a way
that it looks the most pleasing to you.
Follow what is in your mind
and look to see what the painting needs in your opinion.
Try not to let yourself be led by
what you think is “proper” or ought to be done.

T4 Landscape Fantasy

Sit down, relax and try to imagine a landscape.
Imagine a dwelling or shelter in this landscape.
Now, a person appears in the landscape.
And now a problem has arisen in this picture;
what do you suppose that is?
When you have answered all the questions,
draw or paint the image in your mind.

T5 Dream Holiday

Make a picture of your dream holiday. Everything is allowed.
You can go where you want; there are no restrictions.
Try to put across the atmosphere you have in mind
as well as possible with the picture.

T6
Self-Portrait
—Four Sentences

Make an abstract image with “self-portrait”.
Take your inspiration from one or more of the following sentences
(Art magazine Dada theme issue “self-portrait” 2004 ):
(1) I am who I am.
(2) I am more than what you see.
(3) I don’t just show everything.
(4) Maybe I am only what you see

The tutorial video demonstrates the basic functionalities
of the system and encourages participants to explore the
system by giving examples for both realistic landscape
drawings and abstract drawings.

Art-making Tasks. Five art therapy exercises were
selected from the widely used exercises described in
the “Mindfulness,” “Emotion Regulation” and “Dis-
tress Tolerance Skills” modules in Haeyen et al.’s
work (Haeyen, 2018), which aimed to understand how
participants would use DeepThInk for expression and
self-reflection (see T1-5 in Table 4). We selected these
exercises from these modules based on the participants’
needs (see Table 3). The five tasks were making arts
with themes of “Basic Forms,” “Six Basic Emotions,”

“Watercolor Picture,” “Landscape Fantasy” and “Dream
Holiday.” The first two tasks allow participants to draw
abstract things with DeepThInk; the third and fourth
tasks aim to understand how participants would use
DeepThInk to create landscape drawings; and the last
one is an open-ended task where we can observe how
the system can be used for other themes. Participants
were required to submit their artworks to us online.

Questionnaires. Participants were required to fill in
an online questionnaire after completing the five tasks.
The questionnaire included user experience and usabil-
ity questions (Q1-8) developed from the USE question-
naire (Lund, 2001) and System Usability Scale (SUS)
(Brooke, 1996); and questions (Q9-13) that help us un-
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derstand the general workflow of DeepThInk, on a 7-
point Likert Scale (see Figure 7 for the questions). In
particular, Q1 and Q7 are from the Usefulness category
of USE; Q2 and Q5 are from the Ease of Use category;
Q3 is from the Satisfaction category; and Q4 and Q6
are from the Ease of Learning category. Meanwhile, we
added Q8 developed from the user’s confidence ques-
tion in SUS. The questionnaire questions also helped us
prepare the following in-depth discussions in the semi-
structured interviews.

Semi-structured Interviews. A follow-up semi-
structured in-depth interview was carried out for each
participant to understand how they used DeepThInk for
exploration and expression, and their thoughts about us-
ing AI as a material in the art co-creative process. The
interviews were conducted via an online video confer-
encing tool and were video/audio recorded for further
analysis. Each interview session lasted for around 60
minutes and contained two sections.

• Section 1 (15 minutes): Each participant was asked
to complete an additional art therapy exercise “Self-
Portrait—Four Sentences” in Haeyen (2018)’s work
(see T6 in Table 4). During the art-making process,
we asked them to think aloud and tell us their thought
process and the ideas that emerged in their minds.
Participants needed to share their screens during the
task.

• Section 2 (40 minutes): Participants were first asked
to talk about the five artworks they created on their
own and reflect on their experience with DeepThInk.
After, we opened discussions with them in terms of
exploring and expressing ideas with DeepThInk. In
addition, a series of questions that focus on under-
standing the properties of AI as an art-making mate-
rial was asked. Participants were encouraged to share
additional thoughts they had with us.

7.2. Art Therapy Session

To help us envision the employment of DeepThInk in
real art therapy practice, we conducted user evaluation
in an art therapy setup.

The therapist conducted an art therapy session with
one paired participant under the observation of exper-
iment facilitators, following the setup of Lazar et al.’s
study (Lazar et al., 2016b). No preset format was given
to the therapists, and they applied their own professional
approach for the two sessions to envision the usage of
DeepThInk.

The goal of this study is to probe the usage of Deep-
ThInk in practice by obtaining in-depth, contextualized

qualitative insights, rather than usability testing with a
large number of participants.

7.2.1. Participants
We reached out to the participants in the self-

exploratory sessions and recruited two client partici-
pants (P3 and P5, 1 male and 1 female, aged 24-29).
We chose the client participants from this user pool be-
cause we wanted to compare the experiences in the self-
exploratory sessions (i.e., the asynchronous usage of
DeepThInk) with that in the art therapy sessions (i.e.,
the synchronous usage of DeepThInk). Two registered
art therapists (E3 and E5) were also contacted to pair
each of them with a client, specifically, P5 with E3 and
P3 with E5.

7.2.2. Design and Procedure
The art therapy sessions were conducted online via a

video conferencing tool, including the following com-
ponents.

Art therapy session. During the first 30 minutes, the
art therapist would conduct a normal art therapy ses-
sion with the client participant. Experiment facilitators
also joined the video call to provide technical support
and conduct quiet observations (with the camera turned
off and the microphone muted) following the same pro-
cedure in (Lazar et al., 2016b) where art therapy ses-
sions were observed by the researchers. It was the ther-
apist and the client participant’s decision on what they
would like to talk about. No instructions and interven-
tions were given in this process. Note that the sessions
conducted with the researchers’ observation were of a
laboratory nature, which allowed us to probe our tech-
nique in the exploratory preliminary study. Thus, sim-
ilar to (Lazar et al., 2016b), the duration and format of
the sessions were not necessarily representative of ac-
tual art therapy practice, while rich insights could be
obtained about our system.

Semi-structured interviews with art therapists.
The interview lasted for 40 minutes. The art ther-
apists were asked to discuss the experience and en-
visage the opportunities of using the system and in-
corporating human-AI co-creation in their practice.
We also showed them the client participants’ artworks
and explained clients’ self-interpretations which were
recorded from the previous sessions to better envision
the asynchronous usages with DeepThInk. Each art
therapist was remunerated $20.

Semi-structured interviews with client partici-
pants. The interview took around 20 minutes where
we mainly focused on discussing the client participants’
thoughts and feelings about using DeepThInk in the art
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therapy sessions, as well as comparing this with the self-
exploratory sessions. Each client participant was re-
munerated $15 after their participation. The interviews
with the art therapists and the participants were con-
ducted separately by the experiment facilitators in dif-
ferent breakout rooms of the video conferencing tool.

7.3. Outcomes and Quantitative Results
Our quantitative findings are meant to reflect the gen-

eral attitudes of participants and serve as a supplement
to the in-depth user experiences addressed in qualita-
tive findings. All the participants successfully com-
pleted all the therapy exercises in the self-exploratory
sessions. Figure 8 shows some examples of partici-
pants’ artworks.

The results of the questionnaire are shown in Figure 7
on a 7-point Likert scale. Q1 to Q8 refer to the partic-
ipants’ general experience with DeepThInk, where all
medians equal to or are greater than 5. The majority of
them thought the AI Brush can help them easily create
an image based on their ideas (Q1), and considered that
DeepThInk is easy to use (Q2), fun to use (Q3), and
quick to learn (Q4). Most of them also confirmed that
DeepThInk is friendly to non-professional users (Q5),
and believed that they can easily remember how to use
it (Q6), and make artwork quickly (Q7). Further, they
felt confident while using DeepThInk (Q8).

We also asked how they used DeepThInk to com-
plete the art-making tasks (Q9-Q13). The ratings of
the tendency of switching among different tools (Q9)
and working back and forth (Q10) had widespread.
This indicates that participants worked in various orders
when using DeepThInk to draw which verifies our D3.
Six participants did not adjust the AI-generated back-
ground once created while the other four participants
preferred modifying the background with the AI Brush,
the Styling and Filtering tools (Q11). Thus, Deep-
ThInk was able to support flexible ways of art-making
depending on individual preferences. Also, according
to Q12 and Q13, most people preferred changing their
foreground strokes based on the AI-generated, stylized,
and/or filtered background (md=7, iqr = 1.5) than vice
versa (md=2, iqr = 2). This may imply the participants’
general workflow (i.e., from background to foreground)
when co-creating art with AI; however, we did observe
participants switch among different tools back and forth
based on their needs.

7.4. Qualitative Results
A thematic analysis was conducted, using the same

method above (Braun and Clarke, 2006), for the inter-
view data gathered from both the self-exploratory and

art therapy sessions. These findings incorporate both
therapists’ and clients’ perspectives and contextually
demonstrate how the actual usage of DeepThInk em-
bodied our design principles (Section 3.2).

7.4.1. Reducing frustration for art making (D1).
From the therapists’ perspective, reducing the frustra-

tion of making art can allow a broader range of people
to use art expressively in therapy. E3 mentioned that
the AI Brush can help people “who would like to make
art but lack confidence that they can do anything nice in
art get over that barrier.” Her experience reflected that
a lot of people come to art therapy and say that “I’m
not an art person, and I can’t do anything in art.” Get-
ting over this barrier can help them “use art expressively
without it having to be something that somebody wants
to put up on their wall.” -E3 “It doesn’t have to be for
somebody else’s pleasure or for somebody else’s inter-
est. They can still express something and have a piece
of art that is an expression, a concrete manifestation
of that expression. ” -E3 Easing the art-making process
can help them believe that they can create art for expres-
sion and “value the expression as their own right.” -E3
These results confirm D1 that using the AI-generative
function to simplify the drawing process can encourage
engagement in art therapy.

From the clients’ perspective, participants appreci-
ated the easiness of creating artworks with DeepThInk.
P5 expressed that normally he needs to think about “the
perspective” and “color theory” while drawing, which
“exchange the brain energy for relaxation.” However,
with DeepThInk, the AI Brush and Styling tool can pro-
vide “hints” to complete the drawing which allows him
to “stop thinking hard on how to accomplish something
but focus on what to express.” P7 shared a similar feel-
ing that using Photoshop or Illustrator “is not good for
trying to relax” and feel like “doing homework,” but
DeepThInk could be beneficial in expressing feelings
therapeutically. “The reference provided by AI Brush
can help people draw and express themselves more eas-
ily, as it would be difficult for people who do not draw a
lot to start from a blank paper.” -P3

7.4.2. The roles of AI in the art-making process (D2).
While the art therapists appreciated that AI could

generate sophisticated images in a short time, they also
expressed concerns to adapt such power in therapeutic
sessions. For people who only use traditional art mate-
rials, the fact that AI creates “eye-popping effects” very
easily could be “a little bit overpowering.” -E5 Thus,
one of the risks of using AI to create “sophisticated
visuals” is that clients might “get really involved in
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Figure 7: Participants’ ratings on the questionnaire, where Q1-Q8 (green) regard users’ general experience and Q9-Q13 (purple) regard users’
workflows (1 - Highly disagree, 7 - Highly agree).

the technical aspect to the detriment of pursuing self-
expression.” -E5 Hence, it is essential to guarantee the
users’ participation while adopting AI’s power in digi-
tal art therapy.

Another observation from the art therapists is that
people need to reason and relate the input and output
produced by AI since the models are black boxes to
them.

With the traditional materials, the randomness is
“more related to the gestures”, but randomness gener-
ated by AI is “more surprising and less intuitive” -E5.
Pouring paint on paper is an example of how traditional
material suggests the next step in art-making, but this is
very different from the lead of AI. As mentioned by E5,
AI is guiding on the conceptual side, not on the physical
side.

Based on the ETC model, E5 expressed that AI power
“is on the cognitive side,” because “it takes a kind of
planning and conception,” which “is an extra step.”
This is different from “intuitively choosing colors and
shapes and laying them on the page.” -E5 This obser-
vation helps understand the characteristics of AI in the
art-making process and potentially assists the process to
choose the right medium for digital art therapy.

Through the interviews, the participants expressed
their expectations of the roles of AI in the art-making
process. In general, most of the participants considered
AI as an assistant, which helps them explore different
ideas and realize their imaginations in digital art ther-
apy exercises. P5 used a metaphor to describe the rela-
tionship between himself and AI: “the master” and “the
apprentices.” In the past, the master would request each

apprentice to “draw the idea in different styles” which
might take them a month to do and now the AI can of-
fer multiple styles of the same ideas quickly and conve-
niently. P4 also mentioned that the stories were created
via User Brush and the AI “improved the details of the
stories.”

7.4.3. Supporting expressivity and creativity (D3).
The art therapists confirmed that the intuitiveness and

simplicity of DeepThInk set up a therapeutic environ-
ment for clients to easily explore and express them-
selves. “People start out making art with a lot of con-
trol. It’s often hard to move towards unpredictable, un-
controlled freedom with the art materials, letting the art
materials shape and dictate more of what happens.” -E5
With DeepThInk, “the unpredictability right from the
start is very enjoyable.” -E5 Also, DeepThInk “allows
things to progress very quickly.” -E5 which means Deep-
ThInk can support more explorations compared with
traditional art materials, leading to the emergence of
more creative ideas. Similarly, in the views of clients,
by offering tools that manipulate the background and
foreground in art-making, DeepThInk can promote their
expressivity and creativity.

Expressivity. Participants reported that providing the
User Brush with the two-layers design (i.e., background
and foreground) can help them express more precisely,
and the Filtering tool can help produce certain feelings
that are associated with personal experience. P8 re-
flected that she used the User Brush to “create the sto-
ries” because the “simple sketches” in the foreground
could stand out from the photo-realistic or painting-like
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Figure 8: Sampled participants’ artworks from the six tasks in the self-exploratory sessions. See Table 4 for task descriptions.

backgrounds. In addition, the User Brush was used
to “add the elements that weren’t reflected by the AI-
generated part.” -P6 As regards the Filtering tool, P10
felt that the Sepia filter could bring an “old-timey feel”
which leads to the same feeling as her hometown, Cal-
gary. Similarly, P5 utilized the Sepia filter to take away
the color deliberately so he can mimic a Chinese paint-
ing effect. This echoes back to the comments from the
art therapists in the expert review sessions: cultural sig-
nificance plays an important role in self-expression.

Creativity. Participants found that the uncertainty of
the backgrounds can inspire new ideas. Specifically,
the inspiration could come from two aspects in Deep-
ThInk. The first is the AI Brush. Based on P4, “the cre-
ative ideas emerged from the unpredictability of the AI
Brush,” so he could connect the initial rough ideas with
the generated background to create “unexpected and
surprising” outcomes. P3 shared similar feelings that
the generated image could help her determine where
to add new elements. The second is the Styling tool.
As described by P9, applying different artistic styles to
the image can help her explore creative ideas and not

“get drawn to a specific style” that she is used to and
“stick with that.” Additionally, P5 mentioned that the
Candy style would make him draw more circles in the
foreground while the Mosaic style suggests using User
brush to draw more lines.

7.4.4. Synchronous and asynchronous setups (D4).
Enabling clients to draw alone and share with their

art therapists can benefit from handling their issues and
maintaining therapeutic relationships. This is “another
way to process, communicate and express what is be-
ing grappled with,” and represents “an ongoing self-
reflection.” -E3 When the art therapists discussed the
client participants’ artworks created in self-exploratory
sessions, they verified the capability of DeepThInk for
self-expression in the art therapy exercises. This makes
DeepThInk the desired tool for asynchronous commu-
nications. E3 mentioned that the finished art pieces
demonstrated that P5 can draw “realistically,” “ab-
stractly,” “use color to express emotion,” and “respond
to any art prompt,” with DeepThInk. Moreover, sup-
porting various devices is appreciated by art therapists.
E3 mentioned that “I think that the embodiment through
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using the touch screen is an approximate experience
to working in person.” Being able to “make art at a
distance” and “make art without materials” is a great
benefit so “people don’t have to have the space or the
cleanup,” said E5.

P3 and P5 appreciated that DeepThInk can improve
their capability to explore and express ideas with art-
works, and using it with art therapists can help them
reflect on themselves more. The inspirations from
DeepThInk depend on participants’ own interpretations,
while the art therapists could provide guidance and sug-
gestions which help them see things from a new per-
spective. P3 used a visual metaphor to describe the roles
of the art therapist and DeepThInk: the guidance from
E5 was like a “dot” and the inspirations from Deep-
ThInk extended the “dot” to “lines,” which she used to
create a “plane.” P5 shared that DeepThInk can help
him express emotions and E3 can enlighten him to per-
ceive things in a different direction.

8. Discussion

In this paper, we present the crafting and probing of
DeepThInk to empirically understand the design of an
AI-infused digital art-making system specifically for art
therapy. Through a 10-month iterative design process
with therapists, we formulated a set of design principles
for human-AI co-creation interfaces in this domain and
then contextualized these principles through expert re-
views, asynchronous art therapy exercises, and live ther-
apy sessions.

8.1. Design Implications

Besides the specific insights above, the most impor-
tant message from this exploratory design research is
that human-AI co-creation, while rarely explored for
this particular context, has revealed itself as a novel yet
meaningful form of digital art therapy. Below we reflect
on the implications of designing such an emerging form
of HCI systems.

8.1.1. Lowering the art-making threshold means mak-
ing art therapy more inclusive.

Attempts to facilitate digital art therapy have been
made for over two decades (Cubranic et al., 1998).
However, recent surveys still showed that therapists
more often use technologies in administrative tasks
rather than directly for art-making with clients (Zubala
et al., 2021). As confirmed in our need gathering, the
real gap is not the availability of digital infrastructure
but the inclusiveness of the design and the easiness of

use. The therapists appreciated DeepThInk’s effective-
ness compared to the digital drawing systems they had
been using. Creating sophisticated images to explore
and express thoughts easily can make people more con-
fident and willing to participate in art therapy. These re-
sults suggested how leveraging AI techniques to lower
the art-making threshold might help art therapy include
and benefit a broader group of audiences.

8.1.2. Designing for the process instead of the product.
One unique characteristic of art therapy as a specific

application domain for human-AI co-creation is the em-
phasis on the process rather than the quality of the final
product. Designing for the process of human-AI co-
creation in art therapy includes the consideration of the
extent to which AI should automate the process and be
controlled.

Conversation, not Automation. Carefully balancing
manual efforts with AI’s automation means preserving
AI’s capability to lower the art-making threshold and
ensure human endeavor in the art-creation process. In
this way, the role of AI is to enrich the art expression
repertoire and shift the human’s effort from struggling to
draw something presentable to deliberating on the feel-
ing and concepts. More importantly, preserving human
endeavor ensures the space for back-and-forth conversa-
tion between the client and material which affords self-
exploration. The design decision includes considering
which part of the process AI should automate, so the
engagement of humans can be guaranteed.

Leveraging unpredictability as resources. One dis-
tinct difference between AI and traditional materials is
that its unpredictability by nature is inevitable. In art
therapy sessions, there exists “a tension between con-
trol and lack of control” -E5. The unpredictability cre-
ates space for exploration and creativity. Therapists per-
ceived clients’ ability to “play with unstructured, un-
controlled” art pieces as a “stretch of the comfort zone”
and a “way to think and feel the things they are afraid
of” -E5, which is often the need of the therapy. The un-
predictability of AI can benefit in navigating the ten-
sion between “control” and “surrender,” and help clients
express and explore themselves and enhance their cre-
ativity. Another potential that is valued and appreciated
by therapists is that such uncertainty could be benefi-
cial for special groups, such as people with controlling
issues or living with OCD, to overcome their mental
challenges. In addition, therapists recognized that AI’s
guidance might involve conceptual planning and relate
to the Cognitive level in ETC. Leveraging such unpre-
dictability as resources for the therapy process requires
further understanding and investigation.
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Hence, designers should carefully consider the sit-
uations and scenarios in which AI-empowered art-
generation methods could be used for different treat-
ment purposes. As mentioned above, the unpredictabil-
ity of AI can be leveraged as resources for treatments
that are desired to have some uncertainty. However, un-
predictability should not be introduced when particular
forms of treatments demand high control and precision.
In addition to creating the conversation space and lever-
aging unpredictability as resources in art therapy, de-
signers should understand AI’s characteristics and iden-
tify suitable situations for it.

8.1.3. Providing robust and diverse features to fully ex-
ploit AI as art-making materials.

Lazar et al. advocated that developing an understand-
ing of materials is a critical lens for studying and sup-
porting art therapy practice (Lazar et al., 2018). For
instance, for some therapists, fluid materials like wa-
tercolors are considered suitable for conveying affec-
tive and sensory states, and resistive materials like pens
provide structure and boundaries to the artwork (Lazar
et al., 2018). As illustrated in our study, the thera-
pists have also been greatly intrigued by probing and
discussing AI’s characteristics as a new form of mate-
rial. However, due to the complexity, developing a lan-
guage to articulate and envision the properties of AI art-
making materials is challenging. While our study has
presented a preliminary inquiry into this exciting topic,
more explorations are needed in the future. This re-
quires future human-AI interaction design to not only
focus on pragmatic usages but also on the experiential,
subjective qualities of AI tools. Further, the meaning of
the materials can be interpreted differently by different
groups. Different features in digital art-making systems
would have different expressive properties. Thus, pro-
viding robust and diverse features allow people to find
the appropriate and comfortable way to express them-
selves. Such richness, in turn, could enable us to un-
derstand AI-infused art-making materials more compre-
hensively.

8.2. Limitations and Future Work

Our work still has limitations, and we discuss them in
the following. We also point out potential future direc-
tions to address these limitations.

First, while participants could easily make expressive
art with the help of the AI Brush, the tool only provides
a limited number of natural objects and can only gen-
erate landscape images. Users may struggle with draw-
ing other types of objects, such as buildings, everyday

things, etc. To better support art therapy with a broader
scope of art-making activities, it is necessary to support
the generation of more objects with the AI Brush. This
can be done by training the same model using datasets
of other objects when available.

Second, from the art therapists and users, we notice
that different styles and filters are associated with cul-
tural significance and emotional channels. Although
users can use User Brush to explore freely styles and
colors, the styling tool allows them to experiment with
these quickly. A style-specific algorithm was chosen
to probe the potential values of style transferring in art
therapy. Providing the same set of styles in the current
tool gives the same initial conditions to all users in the
evaluations. However, after investigating the potential
of styles in art therapy, we will facilitate users with more
styles in the future. We plan to adopt models that work
with arbitrary styles, so users can upload new images
based on their preferences as a source style to apply.

Third, as we aim to probe the usages of AI technolo-
gies in digital art therapy, our design is shaped by the
limitations of current techniques. For example, while
we attempted to balance the manual efforts and au-
tomation, the image is generated when the “GENER-
ATE” button is clicked rather than the users’ strokes
end, which might take away the sense of ownership.
We chose this approach because the generation cannot
be instant due to the limited computational power. The
drawing experience would be interrupted if the images
are generated every time the stroke ends with the slow
generation process. Future exploration of more effective
AI technologies is needed to extend DeepThInk. Espe-
cially, text-based generative art approaches have shown
promising results and provide different forms of inter-
actions, which requires further investigations to under-
stand the meaning of such interplay in art therapy. In
addition, DeepThInk currently only supports global ad-
justments of styling and filtering. As the potential val-
ues have been demonstrated through the study, we plan
to facilitate local adjustment in future work.

Fourth, while the iterative design process and evalu-
ations of DeepThInk verified the effectiveness and use-
fulness of our design, our participant pool does not in-
clude a wide range of clients who need art therapy more
frequently, such as those with mental issues. Their be-
haviors and perspectives may differ from those of our
study participants. Further, we tested DeepThInk with
only two art therapy sessions due to the limited num-
ber of professional therapists, while it is along with
three expert reviews and 10 self-exploratory sessions.
To understand whether and how DeepThInk can support
people with different mental health challenges, future
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endeavors are needed for conducting case studies and
evaluations with different user groups as well as more
art therapy sessions. Meanwhile, as experiment facili-
tators were present in the evaluation, there might be a
potential confounding factor though such a procedure
was employed in previous studies as well. Longer-term
deployment studies in therapy sessions are required to
concretely evaluate the effectiveness of the system.

9. Conclusion

We have presented DeepThInk, an AI-infused online
art-making system that probes human-AI co-creation
in digital art therapy. The design and development of
DeepThInk was a 10-month, iterative process involving
five art therapists by first understanding the opportuni-
ties and challenges of leveraging AI as art-making ma-
terials and then refining the system. DeepThInk oper-
ationalizes the human-AI co-creative process by offer-
ing various tools which lower the expertise threshold for
art-making as well as enhance users’ abilities. We fur-
ther conducted an exploratory study, consisting of both
synchronous and asynchronous therapy setups, to un-
derstand the indications of such a system in art therapy.
The results imply that DeepThInk has the potential to
ease the art-making process while promoting creativity
and expressivity by leveraging AI technologies and al-
lowing flexible and multi-dimensional processes. We
explicate and explore a set of design principles regard-
ing supporting human-AI co-creative art-making for art
therapy, which has been aimed at informing future de-
sign and development in related domains.
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Appendix A. Implementation Details

In this section, we explain the architectures of the two
off-the-shelf models we used in the AI Brush and the
Styling tool.

Appendix A.1. AI Brush

To achieve the semantic image synthesis task in AI
Brush, we leveraged the framework proposed by (Park
et al., 2019). The SPADE generator (Figure A.9) takes

a random vector as an input and outputs a photo-
realistic image based on the users drawn semantic map.
It utilizes the decoder of the generator of the image-
to-image translation network (i.e., pix2pixHD model
(Wang et al., 2018)), and used the spatially adap-
tive (de)normalization method between the up-sampling
layers. The spatially adaptive (de)normalization method
takes the semantic segmentation map as the input, which
ensures the semantic information does not get lost in the
normalization process. Hence, in the AI Brush, users
can draw a semantic segmentation map and generate a
photo-realistic image.

Appendix A.2. Styling

For the style transferring task, we adopted the method
proposed by Johnson et al. (2016). We get an output
image by feeding the input content image to the im-
age transformation network. The feature reconstruction
loss is computed to preserve and maintain the content
and structure of the content target (i.e., the original in-
put image). The style reconstruction loss is computed
to enforce the artistic style of the style target (i.e., the
Kanagawa image). As shown by (Johnson et al., 2016),
the shallow layer of VGG-16 (Simonyan and Zisser-
man, 2014) could be used for feature reconstruction, and
the stylistic features could be maintained through even
deeper layers (see Table A.5). Instead of using the im-
age transformation network proposed by (Johnson et al.,
2016) directly, we replaced the batch normalization in
the image transformation network with the instance nor-
malization, since it can discard the contrast informa-
tion of the content images and improve the generation
(Ulyanov et al., 2016). In the inference stage, given
user generated photo-realistic image from AI Brush and
a selected style, a styled image can be produced by the
Styling tool.
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